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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of Problem 
The problem was to determine the effectiveness of a 
rela tive massing time pattern as compared with an additive 
time pattern in the teaching of typewriting to beginners. 
Analysis of the Problem 
The subordinate problems involved in solving the 
major problem were: 
(a) to determine the effectiveness of a relative 
massing pa t tern for developing speed in 
typewriting as compared with the additive 
time pattern; 
(b) to determine the effectiveness of a relative 
massing pattern for developing accuracy in 
typewriting as compared with the additive 
time pattern. 
Justification of the Problem 
After reading Miller•sl thesis, which is a study of 
1 
Miller, Arthur G., The Effect of Various Interpolated 
Time Patterns on Motor Learning, Doctor's Dissertation, 
Boston University, 1948, 71 PP• 
J. 
-~ 
various interp ola ted time patterns in skill building in 
billiards, the investigator became quite interested to 
co nduct a simila r research in the field of typewriting. 
Since Miller's results showed the additive pattern to be 
superi o r over the others, the investigator decided to 
include the additive pattern in the experiment. He makes 
the following sumrr1ary: 
There were statistically significant differences 
in the final results in favor of the additive pattern 
over the other three patterns. After the foundation 
has been laid, greater spacing between practice pe r iods 
has a more favorable effect upon learning than con-
tinued massing. · Progressively lenthening the time 
intervals between the practice periods (the additi~e 
pattern) proves beneficial in lea rning a new motor 
skil l .l 
Another study, which has brought to light the best 
pattern for t h e most effective time pattern for learning 
a motor s k ill is that of Longley. 2 His study, The Effect 
of Massed Followed by Evenly __ ~paced Practice on Learning 
.~J~otor Skill, was a follow-up of one of the problems 
sugge sted by Miller.3 Long ley compared his results with 
- --x-------
Ibid, p. 54 . 
2Longley, Gr ant F ., The Effect of Massed followed~ 
Evenly Spa ced Practice on Learnlng a Motor sJ{ii1, MasEer' s 
Thesls, Boston University, 1948, 38 pp. -~-- ---
3 Miller, The Effect of Various Interpolated Time 
Patterns on M._?tor l.!_earnlng, p. b5'. 
those of Miller's and concluded "The additive pattern 
showed stat istically significant gains over other practice 
patterns.nl 
Although little research has been done specifically to 
determine the best spacing of practice periods in developing 
sk ill of typewriting, experts in typewriting are aware of 
the possible i mp rovements through research in the field. 
As early as 1936, Dvorak, Merri ck, Dealey and Ford2 . indic-
ated the desirability of spaced typing practice as oppos ed 
to intensive practice. Odell and Stuart3 consider the mat-
ter of determining the best spacing of practice periods as 
an important topic for further research. They say: 
There is, of course, relatively little conclusive 
evidence as to the most effective practice and rest 
intervals for learning typewriting. The authors 
do not profess at the present time to know to what 
extent this principle can be applied to the subject. 
However, in their opinion it constitutes an extremely 
important topic for investigation. 
A foremost psychologist, Kingsley4 , indicated the 
superiority of distributed practice over massed practice • 
., 
·Longley, op. cit., p. 33. 
2nvorak , August arid Nellie Merrick and William L. Dealey 
and Gertrude c. Ford, Typewriting Behavior, Psychology 
Applied to Teaching and Learning Typewriting, American Book 
Company, New York , "T9"36 , p. 422~-
3odell, William R., and Esta R. Stuart, Principles and 
Techniques f or Directi~g the Learning of Typewriting, D.C. 
Heath and Company, Boston, 1945, p. 23. 
4Kingsley, H. L., The Nature and Conditions of Learning, 
New York , 1946, Prentice-Hall, Inc., pp. 248-249.. 
_j 
.••.• it can be said, distributed practice 
is more effective than massed practice . Anot her 
theory maintains that the advantage of dis t r ibuted 
practice is due to growth that takes place during 
the interval between practice. According to 
Snoddyl there are two distinct processes of growth 
involved in learning. One, called primary growth, 
is said to be a positive function of both repetition 
and the interpolated time interval, while the other, 
called secondary growth, is the result alone of the 
stimulation afforded by practice. Primary growth 
comes early in the practice series. It is a setting 
or stabilizing process that establishes a base upon 
which the effectiveness of later practice depends. 
Short periods of practice stimulate primary growth 
which continues through the interpractice interval. 
The value of determining the best spacing of practice 
p eriods in learning a new skill is quite practical. If 
investigators could prove conclusively that what is now 
accomplished in five days could be easily accomplished in 
two, this study would be valuable. Ivluch time and money 
would be saved by changing the present educational policy 
of daily practice periods to distributed practice periods. 
Delimitation of the Problem 
The method of teaching approximated, as far as 
possible, the present-day, vertical approach. The method 
of teaching wa s exactly the same for both groups, in 
order (1) to facilitate scoring and measuring of learning; 
(2) to ke ep variab les at a minimum. The study wa s limited 
, 
_,_ Snoddy, G. s. Evidence for Two Opposed Processes in 
Mental Growth, Lancaster, 1935, Science Press, PP· 103. 
4 
to nine practice periods of ·forty minutes in l ength. 
Definition of Terms 
Following are some terms and definitions used i n 
this study: 
(l) Massed uractice--is tha t procedure in which each 
practice period is i n~ediately succeeded by another 
practice period with no interval of time between practices.l 
•••• or the formation of a complicated motor habit by 
repetition without interruption.2 
(2) Spaced or distributed practice--that procedure in 
which prac t ice periods are repeated at various intervals.3 
(3) Relative massing time pattern--a time pattern in 
which the practice periods are relatively massed. (the 
practice periods occur daily, which is the present-day 
setup of the typical high school class.) 
(4) Interpolated time pattern--varying the length of 
time between practice periods in accordance with a set 
plan.4 
!Miller, The Effect of Various Interpolated Time 
Patterns on Motor Learning, p. 4. 
2Warren, Howard c ., Dictionary of Psychology, Houghton 
Mifflin Company, Boston, 1934, p. 159. 
I 
3Miller, The Effect of Various Interpolated Time 
Patterns on Motor Learning, p. 4. 
,, 
II 
4rbid, p. 15. 
5 
(5) Additive time pattern .£E_ massed interpolated 
sp~cing--a time pattern in which the length of time between 
practice periods is increased progressively according to a 
set plan. In this study the same procedure was used which 
was used by Miller as given in the following paragraph: 
. . . . • the term additive ti~e pattern was 
used because the days of practJ.ce---were formed by 
adding the first two numb ers or days to mak e the 
third nmaber or day (1st day plus 2nd day equals 
3rd day); the second and third numbers or days to 
ma k e the fourth number or day (2nd + 3rd = 5th); 
the third and fourth numbers or days to make the 
fifth number or day (3rd ~ 5th= 8th); etc. up 
to and including the fifty-fifth day which was the 
ninth practice session. Listing the nine practice 
per·iods by nmnbers gave the days on which the 
practices occurred: 1st dayi 2nd day, 3rd, 5th, 
8th, 13th, 21st, 34th, 55th. 
Statement of Organization into Chapters 
An experiment was conducted in which two groups of high 
school students were used as subjects. Group A met for forty ! 
minutes each day for nine successive days. Group B met for 
nine practice periods according to the additive time pattern. 
The results in the amount of learning taking place were 
compared. 
A statement and the nature of the problem were given 
in Chapter I. In Chapter II a review of the related lit-
erature is given. In the· remaining chapters, the investi-
gator covers procedures, swnmary, conclusion, and recommen-
dations for further research. 
1 Ibid, pp. 15-16. 
=====11===----.--- -----------
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I 
I 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OP RELATED RESEARCH 
A review of e xperimental resea rch in the field of dis-
tri'buted and massed practice is given in this chapt e r to 
g ive the reader informational back ground related to this 
study . 
As f a r a s can be determined, little research has been 
do ne in the field of typewriting to decide upop the best 
t ime patt e rn in which the greatest a mount of learni ng takes 
p l a c e . 
The investi gator found the following evidence that 
typing exp erts reco gnize the need for spacing typewriting 
p ractice in short units. Dvorak , Merrick, Dealey and Fordl 
state: 
In the light of the students' daily schedule, 
careful planning elimina tes unproductive practice. 
Instead, successive typing runs a nd int e nsive prac-
tice are fitted into shorter stretches over widely 
spaced parts of the day and of the week . 
Odell and Stuart 2 sta te the following r egarding the 
learning period: 
The learning period should be broken u p into 
short units, since shorter learning periods a re more 
effective than long er ones. 
1Dvorak , Merrick , Dealey and Ford, loc. cit. 
2odell a nd Stua rt, loc. cit. 
/I 
li 
1: -? 
However, it se ems clear from the incomplete 
evidence available that extremely long practice 
periods should be avoided, because they are apt to 
prove uninteresting and monotonous. In addition to 
the int e r e st factor, the element of fati gue also 
must be considered. This applies especially to the 
beg inning stag es of learning where the student tries 
very hard . a nd exercises new combinations of muscles. 
Experiments dealing with time patterns have been con-
ducted in other fields. Millerl and Longley2 have conducted 
research wi th various time patt erns in the field of physical 
education to test the amount of lea rning in the motor s k ill 
of billiards. Both have concluded that the amount of learn-
ing gain ed was significant when the time interval between 
practice periods was of short duration at the beginning of 
the experiment and progressively long er as the practice 
periods continued. Statistically, the final results of the 
additive time pattern were more favorable than other time 
patterns. 
Murphy 3 conducted an experiment to test the relative 
merits of various time patterns of practice in javelin 
throwing. He concluded as a result of his experiment that: 
1Mill~ri The Effect of Various Interpolated Time 
Patterns on IVIoto~ Lea rnJ.ng. 
2Longley, The Effect of Massed Followed by Evenly 
Spaced Practice on Learning a Motor Skill. 
31\~urphy, H. H., 11 Distri bution of Practice Periods in 
Learning", Journal of Education Psychologz, 7: July 1916, 
P • 161. I 
I 
I . 
8 
I 
j 
I 
I 
I 
• . • • • better work , for the amount of time 
e xp end ed , ca n be done in our s chools through a dis-
tribu tion of thre e times per week than through a 
distribution of five times per week. 
Lorg e 1 in conducting a series of experiments with code 
l e a rnin g , mirror r eading and nonsense sylla bles found that 
distributed learning resulted in better achievement than 
massed lea rning. 
Howard L . King sley2 sets forth the theory that "dis-
trib uted practice is more effective than mass ed practice." 
In a study on mental growth, Snoddy3 developed evidence 
of t wo proce s s e s in mental growth--primary and seconda ry 
growt h . He s e t forth that prima ry growth, which a ppears 
e a rly , is enha nc ed by distributed p ractice. Encouraged by 
Snoddy 's findings, Dore and Hilgard4 conducted an experi-
ment in which they concluded that it is bett e r to ha ve 
massing a t the be g inning and spacing later in p rimary 
growt h . 
The Dictionary of P sychology5 refers to the principle 
1Lorge, I., Influen·ce . of Re gularly Interpolated Time 
Int erval s Up on Subsequen:r-·1-earning , Teachers College, 
coiumoia, #438, 19-:3cf:-· · 
2Kingsley, loc. cit. 
3 snoddy, loc. cit. 
4Dore, L. R. & Hilgard, E. R., "Spaced Practice and the 
Maturation Hypothesisn, Journal of Ex~eriniental Psychology , 
23: 359-374, October, 1938. 
~Varren, Howard c., op. cit., p. 82. 
9 
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1 
of distributed repetitions as: 
A principle of the learning process according 
to which an ability is acquired with a smaller 
number of repetitions if these repetitions are 
d istributed over a longer p eriod of time than if 
they are crowded together. In practice these 
repetitions are often spaced gradually farther 
a nd farther apart (progressively distributed 
practice). 
In sum~ary, the related research indicates the value 
of various spaced time patterns in learning. 
Dvorak ,· Merrick, Dealey and Fordl, as well as Odell 
and Stua rt 2 , experts in , the field of typewriting, have 
pointed out the need for spacing typing practice in s h ort 
units. 
Miller3 , Longley4 , Kingsley5 , Murphy6 and Lorg e 7 , 
through experiments, have found distributed practice more 
effective that massed practice. 
--t-- ----- . I 
Dvorak , Merrick, Dealey and Ford, Typewriting Behavior, 
Psych olog__y Applied to Teach~ng and Learning Typewrit1ng. 
2
ode1l and Stuart, Principles and Techniques for 
Directing t he Learning of Typewriting. 
3 uiiller, The Effect of Various Interpolated Time 
Pa tt erns on Iv1otor Learni~. 
4Longley, The Effect of Massed Followed by Evenly 
Spaced Practice on Learning a JYiotor Skill. 
5Kingsley, The Nature and Conditions of Learning. 
6 rvrurphy, Journal of Edu ca t i on Psychology. 
7Lorge, lac. cit. 
This study attempts to determine the relative effective- II 
ness of a relative massing time pattern as compared with 
t h e a dditive time pattern and provides data which may be of 
value in improving instructional practices. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
il 
i 
il jl 
I 
I' 
II 
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CHAPTER III 
~lliTHOD OF PROCEDURE . 
The following procedures were employed in this study 
to determine the effectiveness of a relative massing time 
pattern as compared with an additive time pattern in the 
teaching of t ypewriting to beginners: 
1. A review was made by the investigator of the 
related literature for the purpose of providing 
the background needed for the study. 
2. A specific plan was prepared for conducting the 
experiment. 
3 . The lessons were tried out in advance on three 
students who were not included in the actual 
experiment. This provided the investigator an 
opportunity to determine we aknesses in the les-
son plans and to improve the content and time 
element of the lessons. 
4. At the end of the second week of· school (in 
September, 1949), students in the Freshrnan Class 
were sol i cited to volunteer as subjects for the 
typev.rri ting experiment. Applications (a copy of 
which is included in the Appendix ) to take part 
in this experiment were received from seventy-nine 
Freshmen. Out of thi s number, sixty students were 
chosen for the study. Those who already knew how 
12 
to t ype were not considered. The number of 
students chosen f or t h e study wa s limited to the 
numbe r of us a ble typewriters available. 
5 . 'rhe s tudents were equated on the basis of a ge, sex , 
g eneral grad es, previ ous exp erience with a t ype-
writer, experience in p laying a musical ins.trument 
and I. Q. and divided into t wo groups. 
6. The control g roup me t for nine successive day s 
e x cluding Saturday and Sunday (starting on Monday, 
October 31, 1949, and endi n g on Thursday , 
Novemb er 10, 1949) for t h e typing le s sons which 
were based up on the first f ew lessons of 
Gregg Typing. 1 
7. The experimenta l group wa s g iven instruction on the 
s ame le ssons with the s ame teaching techniques, but 
spacing the lessons according to the additive time 
p attern- -practice p e riods occu rring on the followin€ 
day s: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 , 13, 21, 34, 55; (starting on 
Thursday , Sep tember 22, 1949, and ending on 
Thursday, November 15, 1949.) See page 6 . 
8 . At the first lesson of each group, pupils were 
as k ed to promise not to practice t ypewriting out-
side of the nine lessons scheduled for the experi-
ment • 
.., 
-'- s orelle, Rupe r t P ., and Harold H. Smith and William R. 
Foster a nd Clyde I. Bl anchard , Gregg Typing, The Gre gg Pub-
lishing Company, New York , 1 945, pp. 1-12. 
13 
I· 
9~ Two typing exercises in each lesson of each group 
were scored and used as the basis for determining 
the achievement in speed and accuracy in typing . 
(a) to provide a constant factor f or deter-
mining growth, one exercise was repeat e d 
in each lesson; 
(b) at the end of each lesson a test was 
g iven bas ed upon the d a ily exer cis e s and 
the previous work covered. 
10. The results of the constant factor and the test 
data were analyzed and interpreted according to 
the significance of the difference s in achievement 
of the two group s. Tables were prepared to s h ow 
the results. 
11. Con clusions and recommendations were made on the 
basis of the data secured from the experiment. 
Th e Plan of the Experiment 
The Lesson Plans. Lesson p lans were prepared by the 
inve s ti gat or f or nine lesson s. The content of thes e lessons 
wa s ba s ed upon l essons in Sorelle, Smith, Poster, and 
Blancha rd1 • 
------r----------Ibid, PP• l-12. 
14 
rrhe first lesson, w[J.ich was not counted in scoring in 
either group, was used to familiarize the students with the 
ma c h ines; to give necessarj instruction in inserting and 
removing paper; and to teach the home row position, the use 
of the space bar and correct touch and stroking technique. 
The following k eys were practiced at the first lesson: f, 
j, r, u, g , h, m. 
A typing drill based upon the letters taught in the 
first lesson was developed and given as a constant drill 
near t he beg inning of each lesson to each group as one 
means of determining progress . Each lesson was progressively 
more difficult with the exception of this drill which was 
maintained as a constant throughout the experiment. The 
students in each group typed this constant drill during 
each lesson for the .same length of time. 
At t h e end of each of the nine lessons in both groups, 
a test was administered to the subjects. The fact that 
this exercise was a test was not revealed to the subjects . 
It wa s referred to by the investigator as a "supplementary 
drill ,1,1 .... J The reason for not revealing to the subjects the 
fact t ha t a particular exercise was a test was because the 
investigator believed that the subjects would be mentally 
and physically at ease and relaxed if they were unaware of 
t h e fact that a test was being administered to them . Both 
t h e constant drills and the supplementary drills were scored 
in both groups. 
15 
Very d etailed p l ans were k ept. The investigator made 
notation of a l l addltional remark s stated in each lesson 
and t h e e xa ct words and actions were repea ted at the same 
lesson with the other group. 
Fa ctors in Equating Groups. The High School Freshmen 
enrolled in t h e Business Curriculum were t he firs t to be 
a ppr oached with the opportunity to t ake part in the experi-
ment. Then Freshmen in t he other courses were allowed to 
a pp l y . Because a limited number of typewriters were avail-
able, only sixty l<'r eshmen of the seventy-nine who appl i ed 
wer e select ed for t h e experiment. Pupils who had a l ready 
. studied t ypewriting were not c onsidered. The sixty pupil s 
we re e qua ted and p l a c ed in t he two group s on the basis of 
a g e , s ex , g eneral g rades, previous experience wi th a t ype -
writer (whe t her or no t t h e y h a d ever touched a machine; 
whethe r or no t they had tri e d to type with one finger), 
exp erienc e in p l aying a musical instrument, and I. Q . • 
Conducting the Exp eriment 
Th e pu r pose of the exper i ment wa s car e f ully explained 
to all subj e cts. A. t the first lesson all s tudents were a s k ed 
to promis e not to touch a t ypewriter or to do any practicing 
at all outside of the nine lessons in t he expe r iment. 
Aft er t h e first l e sson, no individual att en tion or in-
di vidua l instruction was given to any sub ject in either 
16 
group . Whenever instructions were found to be necessary , 
s uch as reminding pupi ls not to look a t their k eyboards, 
a g eneral s tatement wa s mad e to the entire gr oup and a 
notation of t he stat ement written on the lesson plan so 
t hat t he same statement i n t he exact words wa s mad e with 
t he s econd group. 
Ea ch of the nine le s sons was c onducted the s ame for 
both groups in a n a ttempt to k eep variabl es at a mi nimum. 
Mi me o 5raphed sheets wi th drills, words . and exercis es (copi e s 
of vrhi c h are inc luded in t h e Appendix ) were p rovided to 
ea c h sub .iect in b oth groups . Instructions were made oral l y . 
Ea c h part of the lesson was timed . 
The subj ects carne to t he typewriting room for each 
l es s on a s s oon a s t h ey were dismis s ed from t hei r h ome rooms. 
I f a pupil missed a l esson, he was automa tically dropp ed 
f rom t h e group . Thir t y pupils star ted in t he experimenta l 
group. Twent y pupils remained in the expe riment b y t he 
ninth ( l a st) lesson. The t en were dropped from the group 
for t h e followin g r easons : t h ree did not a tt end t he lesson 
wh i c h fell on Saturday; one boy cu t h is hand very badly in 
an industrial a r ts class; one b oy be came dis c ouraged and 
d ropped out be cause he fe lt he c ould not learn to t ype; 
t h r ee subject s failed to attend a l esson be cause t h e y had 
to sta) af t er schoo l f or othe r tea c he rs be caus e of dis ci~ 
p line; two subj e cts fa il ed to att end a lesson be cause of 
illness . 
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Th irty subjects started out in the control group. By 
the ninth lesson, ten were dropped for the following reasons: 
four we r e d etained by other teachers because of discipline 
and, t h erefore, fail e d to attend a lesson; four missed a 
lesson because of illness; one missed a lesson because he 
"forg ot''; one dropped out voluntarily because he felt he 
could not learn to t ype. 
Analysis of the Data. The constant drill and the 
supplementary drill (test) on each paper for each lesson 
in both groups were scored. The number of errors and the 
gross strokes were counted. The gross words per minute 
and the per cent of error were determined for the constant 
drill and the supplementary drill (test). Means of the 
scores of each group were computed. The mean differences of 
gross words per minute and the mean differences in per cent 
of error s of t h e t wo groups were computed. The mean differ-
enc e s of (a) gross words per minute scores and (b) per cent 
of error scores for t h e b eginning lesson and the last lesson 
(lessons 2 and 9) were computed to compare the learning 
which took pla ce ov e r the period of nine lessons. The 
critical ratios were computed to determine the significance 
of the differences in me a n scores. 
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CHAPTER IV 
NALYS I S Al'J D INTERPRE'l~ I\TION OF 'I'HE DATA 
The main d ata of this experiment consist of (a) g ross 
word s per minute scor e s and (b) per cent of error score s 
of 40 subj e cts in a typewriting experiment. Two e xercises 
on e a ch paper were scored: the Constant Drill a nd the 
Supplementa ry Drill (Te s t). As was explained in Cha pter III, 
the Supplementa ry Drill was the test given in each lesson. 
Gro ss words per minute scores were computed in accord-
ance to t he standard practice of dividing the g ross strokes 
by 5. 
The differences of the mean gains of (a) the Constant 
Dril l and (b) the Su pplementary Drill (Test) for Les sons 2 
and 9 f or t h e Experimental Group and the Control Group were 
studied to de t ermi ne the effectiveness of the relative 
massing time patt ern as compared with the additive time 
pattern on s k ill development in typewriting. In order for 
the differenc e s between mean scores of the t wo groups to be 
interpreted as significant, those differences must yield 
critical ratios of 3 or better. A c ritical r a tio of 3 will 
be considered indicative of a significant difference. 1 
Garrett , Henry E ., Statisti cs in Psy c hology and 
Education, Longmans, Green and Company, New York, 1949, 
p . 2o8. 
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Correlations between groups will be declared significant if 
they are between ~0.90 and ~1.00. 
The Experimental Group is referred to as the X Group, 
and the Control Group is referred to as the C Group. 
Analysj_s of Data 
Gross Words Per Minute Scores Data 
Constant Drill 
Gross Words Per Minute. Figure l shows the mean scores 
of gross words per minute on the Constant Drill for both 
groups from Lessons 2 through 9. Table I shows a summary 
of the mean scores from Lessons 2 through 9 for the Experi-
rnental and Control Groups. Although the beginning scores 
for both group s are approximately the same, after the sixth 
lesson, the scores of the X Group appear to level off; 
while the scores of the C Group rise very gradually. 
Comparison of Difference in Means. The critical ratio 
of the differences in the mean scores from Lesson 2 to 
Le sson 9 between the X Group and the C Group was computed 
in order to compare the growth in typing skill of the two 
groups. Table II shows the differences in the mean scores 
for the X Group of Lessons 2 and 9. 
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Table I 
A SUMWiliRY OF THE MEAN SCORES OF Trill GROSS WORDS 
PER MINUTE ON THE CONSTANT DHILL FOR THE CONTROL 
GROUP AND THE EXPEHTMEN'rAL GROUP FROM LESSON 2 
THROUGH LESSON 9 
LESSON 
!EXPERIMENT AI, CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
19.95 2 17.55 
23.15 3 21.80 
24. 85 4 25.50 
27.15 5 27.70 
33.40 6 33.35 
33 .55 7 31.80 
· 34.30 8 35. 90 
34 .15 9 39.50 
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Table II 
DIFFERENCE I J)i MEANS OF THE GROSS WORDS PER MINUTE SCORES 
(CONSTANT DRILL) OF THE SEC011D LESSON AND THE NI NTH LESSON 
FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Lesson No. 
2 
9 
20 
20 
Mean SD 
19.95 7.17 
34.15 41.82 
s~ 
1.62 
9.52 
14.20 
C.R. 
2.2 
The critical ratio of the difference between the second 
lesson mean and the ninth lesson mean is 6.45. The difference 
is significant. 
Table III 
DIFFERENCE nr MEANS OF TBE GROSS WORDS PER MI 1TUTE SCORES 
(CONST~ry DRILL) OF THE SECOliD LESSON AWD THE NI NTH LESSON 
FOR THE CONTROL GROUP 
Lesson No. Mean 
2 20 17.55 
9 20 39.50 
SD 
4.35 
SE m 
.99 
3.11 2.12 
C.R. 
21.95 2.33 
The critical ratio of the difference between the second 
lesson mea n and t he ninth ~esson mean is 9.42. The growth 
difference of the C Group is significant. 
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Comparison of Mear: Gains. A comparison of the mean 
gains of the X Group and the C Group on the Constant Drill 
is shown in Table IV. 
Table IV 
DIFFERENCE IN MEAN GAINS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
AND Tiill CONTROL GROUP ON Trill CONSTANT DRILL FOR THE 
SECOND AND NINTH LESSONS 
Group No. SD D 
mg 
SE 
mg 
X 20 11.61 14. 20 1 . 85 
c 20 13.17 21 . 95 2.10 
7 . 75 
S. E . C. R. 
D 
2 . 8 0 2 . 76 
The critical ratio of the difference of the mean gains 
betwe en the X Group and the C Group for the second and ninth 
less6ns on the Constant Drill is 2 . 76. The difference be-
tween the mean gains of the two groups is not significant. 
Supplementary Drill (Test) 
Gross Words Per Minute. The mean scores of gross words 
per minute of the X Group and the C Group on the Supplementa 
Drill (Test) covering Lessons 2 through 9 are shown in 
Figure 2. Table V shows a summary of the mean score s of gro~ 
words per minute for the X Group a nd the C Group for Lessons 
2 through 9. It may be ~oted that the score of the X Group 
for the second lesson is slightly higher than the score of 
the same group for the ninth lesson. The X Group shows a 
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Table v 
A SUiviMARY OF THE NJEAN SCORES OF THE GROSS Vv'OHDS 
PER MI NUTE ON THE SUPPLEMENTARY DRILL FOR TilE 
EXPERI MENTAL GROUP AND THE CONTROL GROUP FROM 
LESSON 2 THROUGH LESSON 9 
--
LESSON 
EXPERIIv;ENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
- · 
22.40 2 17.45 
22.20 3 20.00 
23 . 85 4 22.35 
21.80 5 21.30 
28 .25 6 28.90 
26 .50 7 25.70 
27.10 8 24.60 
21.50 9 29.25 
marked increase in the score from Lesson 5 to Lesson 6. The 
C Group also shows a marked increase in the score from 
Le sson 5 to Le sson 6. At the ninth less on, the score of the 
C Group is higher than t h e score of the X Group . 
Comp a rj_son of Di f ference in Means . The crit i cal ratio 
of t h e differences in the mean scor es fr om Lesson 2 to 
Le ss on 9 b e t ween the X Group and the C Group wa s computed in 
ord er to compare the gro·wth in typing skill of the t wo groups. 
Table VI shows the difference in mean scores for the X Group 
of Lessons 2 and 9. 
Table VI 
DIFFERENCE IN IVIEANS OF THE GROSS WORDS PER MINUTE SCORE S 
( SUPPLEMEWrARY DRILL) OF 'EHE SE COND LESSON AND 'rHE 
. NINTH LE SSON POR rrHE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
-
Le sson No. Mean SD SEm D 
m2m9 
S . E .D c.R. 
2 20 22.40 8.66 1.97 
-.90 2.27 -. 3[ 
9 20 21 . 50 4 . 89 1.11 
'---- ·----·--·-------------·----------------' 
The criti cal ratio of the difference of the mean loss -
between the second lesson and the ninth lesson is -. 35. The 
growth differ ence of the X Group is not significant. 
Table VII shows the difference in the mean scores for 
the C Group of Lessons 2 and 9. 
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Table VII 
DIPFERENCE IN MEANS OP THE GROSS INORDS PER. IVLINUTE SCORES 
( SUPPLEMENTAHY DRIL:CJ) OF THE SECOND LESSON AND THE 
NINTH LESSOl'! F'OR TI:IE CONTR.OL GROUP 
Lesson No. Mean 
2 20 17.45 
9 20 29.25 
SD 
3.00 
SE 
m 
.68 
4.68 1.06 
C.R. 
11.80 1.26 9.36 
The critical ratio of the difference between the second 
lesson mean and the ninth l~sson mean is 9.36. The growth 
difference of the C Group if significant. 
Comparison of Mean Gains. A comparison of the mean 
gains of the X Group and the C Group on the Supplementary 
Drill (Test) is shown in Table VIII. 
Table VIII 
DIPPERENCE I N MEAN GAINS 0 }' THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
AND THE CON'l'R.OL GROUP ON THE SUPPLEl.mNTAHY DRILL POR TI-ill 
SECOND AND NINTH LESSONS 
.------_.,_, _________________ , ___________ -. 
Group No. SD C.R. 
X 20 11.19 
-·9 1.79 
2.07 6.· i.3· 
c 20 6.51 11 . 8 1.04 
The critical ratio of the difference of the mean gains 
between the X Group and the C Group for the second and the 
28 
ninth l essons on the Supp lementary Drill (Test) is 6.13. 
The differenc e is significant . 
Per Cent of Error Scores Data 
Constant Drill 
Per Cent of Error Scores. The two drills (Constant 
and Supplementary ) were scored to determine the per cent 
of error . The per cent of error scores were found by 
dividing the total nurnbe r of errors of e a ch exercise by 
the numb er of hundreds of gross stroke s typed. 
The mean score s of t h e per cent of errors of both 
group s on the Constant Drill are indicated in Figure 3 · 
Table I X shovv s a summa ry of the per cent of error scores 
of b ot h g roups for Le ssons 2 throug h 9. Only in Lessons 5 
and 6 do e s the per cent of errors for the X Group remain 
smaller t han the per cent of the C Group . 
Comparison of Difference in Means. The critical ratio 
of t he differences in the mean score s from Lesson 2 to 9 
b e t we en the X Group and the C Group wa s computed. Table X 
shows the differences in the mean scores for the X Group 
of Lessons 2 and 9 . 
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Table IX 
A SUMiv!ARY OF 'rHE MEAN SCORES OF THE PER CENT OF ERRORS ON 
TBn CONSTANT DRILL FOR TEE EXPERI MENTAL GROUP AND THE 
CONTROL GROUP FROM LESSON 2 
THROUGH LESSON 9 
LESSON 
EXPERI NiENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
4 .58 2 2.29 
1.19 3 .10 
1.18 4 . 69 
.15 5 .30 
.19 6 .25 
.98 7 .95 
.88 8 .19 
1.48 9 ·.70 
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Table X 
DIFFERENCES IN NiliANS OF THE PER CENT OF ERROR SCORES {CONSTANT 
DRILL) OF THE SECOND LE SSON AND rrHE NINTH LESSON FOR THE 
EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Lesson No . IvTean SD SRk D 
m2m9 S.E .D C.R. 
2 20 4.58 6.06 1.38 
3.10 1.5 2.06 
9 20 1.48 2.38 .54 
The critical ratio of the difference between the second 
lesson mean and the ninth l esson mean is 2.06 . The difference 
is not significant. 
Table XI shows the differences in the mean scores for 
the C Group of Lessons 2 and 9. 
Table XI 
DI PFERENCE IN MEANS OF THE PER CENT OF' ERROR SCORES (CONSTANT 
DRILL) OJ? THE SECOND LESSON AND THE NINTH LESSON FOR 
THE CONTROL GROUP 
r--·--------------------------------------------------------~ 
Lesson 
2 
9 
No . 
20 
20 
Mean SD SE 
m 
2.29 4.55 1.03 
.70 2.29 .52 
C.R. 
1.59 1.2 1.32 
The critical ratio of the difference between the second 
lesson mean and the ninth, lesson mean is 1.32. The differ-
ence is not considered significant. 
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Comparison of~ Gains. A comparison of the mean 
gains of the X Group and the C Group on the Consta nt Drill 
is shown in Table XII. 
Table XII 
DIFFERENCE I N MEAN GAI NS OF' THE EXPERIIv~ENTAL GROUP AND THE 
CO NTROL GROUP ON THE CONSTANT DRILL FOR THE 
Group No. 
X 20 
c 2 0 
SECOND AND NINTH LESSONS 
S . D. 
4.90 
3. 25 
D 
mg 
3.10 
1.59 
SE 
mg 
.78 
.52 
1.51 
C. R . 
.937 1.61 
The critical ratio of the difference of the mean gains 
be t wee n the X Group and t he C Group for the second and the 
ninth lessons on the Constant Drill is 1.61. The difference 
between the mean gains of the two groups in favor of the 
X Group is n ot significant. 
Supplementary Drill (T e st) 
Per Cent of Error s. Figure 4 s h ows the mean scores of 
the per c ent of erl'ors of both groups on the Supp leraenta r y 
Drill (Te s t) for Les sons 2 through 9 inclusive . A summary 
of the mean scores of t h e per c ent of errors of both groups 
on t he Supplementa ry Drill ( Test) for Lessons 2 through 9 
a r e s hown in Table XIII . ~he per cent of errors score s for 
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•rab1e XIII 
A SUNllv~ARY OF THE IVIEAN SCORES OF THE PER CENT OF ERRORS ON 
THE SUPPLEMENT.1~RY DRILL FOR TJIE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP AND 
'l1 I-l.E CO N'l'ROL GROUP FROM LESSON 2 THROUGH LESSON 9 
LESSON 
EXPERI MENTAL CONTROL 
GROUP GROUP 
.22 2 1.40 
. 61 3 .73 
1.49 4 .67 
.46 5 . 36 
1. 3 5 6 1.95 
. 4 5 7 . 60 
. 26 8 1.76 
.16 9 . 67 
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the X Group are smaller a t the second and ninth lessons 
t han those of the C Group . The per cent of errors appears 
to d r op s t e adily f or the X Group from Les son 7 t hrough 9. 
Comparison of Differences in Means. The difference in 
mean s cores of Less ons 2 and 9 betwe en the X Group and the 
C Group were computed . Table XIV shows the differences in 
mean s cores f or the X Group of Lessons 2 and 9. 
Table XIV 
DI FFERENCE I N MEANS OF THE PER CENT OF ERROR SCORES (SUPPLE..,. 
MENTARY DRILL) OF' THE SECOND LESSON AND THE NINTH 
LESSON FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
Lesson Mean SD SE 
m 
S.E . 
D 
C. R. 
2 .22 4.73 1.07 
.97 1.3 .74 
9 1.19 2. 86 . 65 
The critical r a tio of the difference of the mean 
gains be t we en t he s e cond a nd ninth l e ssons is .74. The 
d i fferen ce is not considered significant. 
Table XV shows the differences in the mean scores 
for t he C Group of Lessons 2 and 9. 
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Table XV 
DIFFEREN CE I N ME.ANS OF TEE PER CENT OF ERROR SCORES (SUPPLE.-
IVIENTARY DRILL) OF THE SECOND LESSON AND THE NI NTH 
LES SON FOR THE CONTROL GROUP 
Lesson Mean SD SE 
m 
S.E. 
D 
C.R. 
2 
9 
.665 
1.40 
2.99 
2.86 
.68 
. 6 5 
.73 .94 .77 
Th e c~itical ratio of the difference between the second 
l e sson me a n a nd the ninth lesson mean is .77. This is not 
conside red significant. 
Comp a rison of IV!ean Gains. A comp a rison of the mean 
gains of the X Group and the C Group on the Supplementary 
Drill (Test) is shown in Table XVI. 
Table XVI 
DIFFERENCE I N MEAN GAINS OP THE EXPERI MENTAL GROUP AND THE 
CONTROL GROUP ON TEE SUPPLEMENTARY DRILL FOR THE 
SECOND AND NINTH LESSONS 
Group No. SD D .SE D S . E . C.R. 
rng mg mg2 -mg9 D 
X 20 3.99 .97 .63 
.•. 24 .617 .38 
c 20 2.95 .73 . 47 
The cr i tical ratio of the difference of the mean gains 
between t h e X Group and the C Group for the second and ninth 
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lessons on the Supplementary Drill ( Test) is .38. The 
difference between the mean gains of the two groups is not 
significant. 
Sunrr.1ary of Data. A sun@ary of the data of Lessons 
2 and 9 for both groups, including the Constant Drill and 
t h e Sup:plementary Drill (Test), is shown in Table XVII . 
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Table XVII 
A SUH1viARY OF THE DI FPERENCES IN THE MEAN SCORES OF THE BEGIN-
Nn W A. I\ID EliDI NG LE.SSC)li!S OF' THE EXPERil':lENTAL GROUP AND THE 
CO H'l'ROL GROUP lF CLUDI NG: ~!lEAN GAINS, DIF ~E<'ERENCES I N 
rf,EAN GAI1Q".3 BET'i'iEKN LESSONS II AND I X, CRI TICAL 
RATIQS AND CORRELATI ON CO EFFICIENT 
Jni t of S corE Means Mean Gains Differences C.R. 
in Mean 
Lesson Lesson Gains Be -
II IX tween Les-
son s 2 &. 9 
CONSTAN ~ DRILL 
G. ~V . P . M . 
X 19 .95 34.15 14.20 6;45 
7.75 
c 17. 55 39 .50 21.95 9 . 42 
Pel" Cent 
of Error 
X 4.58 1.48 3.10 2.06 
1.51 
c 2 .29 .70 1.59 1.32 
SUPPLEIVillNT i.RY DRILL 
G. \iv. P . Ivi . 
X 22 . 40 21.50 -.90 -.35 
12. 7 
c 17.45 29.25 11.80 9.36 
-
Per Cent 
of Er ror 
X . 22 1.19 .97 .74 
.24 
c . 665 1.40 .73 .77 
COEFFICI ENT OF COHRELATI ON 
Group Correlation Coefficient 
X-C .0624 
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CHAPTER V 
SUllfilVLI\RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The pur p oses of the study were: (a) to deterw~ne 
the differenc es in achie v ement when the time intervals 
b etween le s sons were relatively mas sed or spaced according 
to the additive time pattern; and (b) to determine if 
one of the time patterns is superior to the other for 
d e v e lop ing typing s kill. 
Two groups of high school freshmen of the Branford 
High School, Branford, Connecti cut, were selected as 
subjects in the experiment. Ea c h group was given nine 
lessons in elementary t yp ewriting. The c ontent of each 
lesson, the tech.nique s of teaching and all conditions 
we re k ept r e latively constant f or the two g roups with the 
e x c epti on of the time intervals between each lesson. The 
Control Group met for one lesson each day f or nine successive 
d a y s. I'he Experin:ental Group met for nine lessons, t h e 
l es sons be i n g spaced according to the additive time pattern , 
which ha s b e e n exp lained in Chapter I. 
Summary and Conclusions 
At the end of the experiment the differences of achi eve-
ment b etwe en the t wo groups were studied. Upon analy zing 
the data , the follow.ing summ.ary · and conclusions may be ma de: 
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1. No statistically significant difference was found in 
the mean gains of the gross words per minute scores 
between the Additive Time Pattern Group (Experimental 
Group) and the Relative Massing Pattern Group 
(Control Group) on the Constant Drill. 
2. No statistically significant difference was found in 
the mean ga ins of the per cent of error scores 
between the Additive Time Pattern Group and the 
Relative Massing Pattern Group on the Constant Drill. 
3. No statistically significant difference was found in 
the mean ga ins of the per cent of error scores 
between the Additive Time Pattern Group and the 
Relative Massing Pattern Group on the Supplementary 
Drill (Test). 
4. A statistically significant difference was found in 
the mean gains of the gross words per minute scores 
between t he Additive Time Pattern Group and the 
Relative Massing Pattern Group on the Supplementary 
Drill, the Relative 11J!assing Pattern Group sh owing 
the greater amount of achievement. 
5. The interest span of the Additive Time Pattern Group 
did not remain at the same high level as did the 
interest of the Relative Massing Pattern Group. 
6. The number of initial massed lessons did not 
appear sufficient enough to establish a solid 
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foundation of the basic elements of typewriting, 
probably due to the complexity of learning to 
type. 
The interpretation which is placed upon the results of 
this experiment is limited by the number and age of the 
students involved in this experiment. 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations for further investigation 
are suggested as an outgrowth of this study: 
1. A similar study should be conducted with a larger 
nt~ber of subjects and in which a refined pretest 
is used. 
2. A similar research study might be conducted using 
subjects of an older age level, who may be depend-
able in their attendance at t he lessons. 
3. A study might be conducted continuing the lessons 
for more than nine times and extending the initial 
massing in order to establish a better background 
in typing skill, because of the nature of this 
motor skill. 
4. Similar research might be conducted using second-
year typewriting students. 
42 
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APPENDIX 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
}'Tame 
----
Class: Freshman 
Sophomore 
Junior 
Senior 
-----
Please check in the 
proper space 
Age y ears Sex: Female Male 
---
:r:rave you ever used a t ypewriter? 
If answer t o above question is '1Yes 11 , please st a te how y ou 
type: 
By looking at the keyboard 
Do not n eed to look at the k eyboard 
Do you play the piano? 
If answer to this question is 11Yes"~ please state for how 
many y ears (approximatel y ) you have played the piano . ___ _ 
Do you play any other musical instrurn.ent? --- -· --
If a nswer to this question is nyes 11 , please state for how 
liiany year s (approxima tely) you have played this instrument. 
Name the instrument. 
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Lesson II 
(Pra ctice) 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
Constant Drill 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff g ru.ff 
fur rug j ug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
New Strok es 
ded ded ded ded de d ded ded ded ded ded 
ded ded ded ded ded ded ded ded ded ded 
k i k kik k i k kik kik kik kik kik kik k ik 
k ik k i k kik kik kik kik k ik kik kik kik 
dcd dcd dcd dcd dcd dcd dcd dcd dcd dcd 
dcd dcd dcd dcd dcd dcd d cd d cd dcd dcd 
k , k k , k k , k k , k k,k k,k k,k k,k k,k k,k 
k , k k , k k , k k , k k , k k ,k k , k k , k k , k k , k 
New Words 
h e he he re re re red red red her her her 
fee f e e fee fed fed fed him him him 
h id hid h id k id k id kid did did did 
fre e free fr e e deck deck deck 
cede cede c ede drug drug drug 
Phrases 
did he, did he, did he, free her, free her, free her, 
did he , did he, did he, free her, free her, free her, 
Sent ence 
he hid her, he h id her, he fr e ed h er, he freed h er, 
Su pplementary 
rug hid he red free k i d jug deck cede, 
rug hid he red free kid jug deck cede, 
rug hid he red free k id jug deck cede, 
4? 
LESSON III 
(Practice) 
frf juj frf juj frf juj frf juj frf juj 
f gf jmj fgf jmj fgf jmj fgf jmj fgf .imj jhj ded jhj ded jhj ded jhj ded jh.j ded 
dcd k,k dcd k,k dcd k,k dcd k,k dcd k,k 
k i k k ik kik kik kik kik kik kik kik kik 
Constant Drill 
fur rug .iug hum gum murn ruff muff gruff 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
New Strokes 
ftf jyj ftf jyj ftf jyj ftf jyj ftf jyj 
ftf jyj ftf j'y j ftf jyj ftf jyj ftf jyj 
fv f jnj fvf jnj fvf jnj fvf jnj fvf jnj 
fvf jnj fvf jnj fvf jnj fvf jnj fvf j nj 
fbf f gf fbf fgf fbf fgf fbf f' gf fbf fgf 
fbf f gf fbf f g f f bf f gf fbf fgf fbf fgf 
New Words 
in in in the the the my my my be be be 
k in k in kin ink ink ink get get get 
bed bed bed but but but fee fee .fee 
.i lli'1.k junk junk mink mink mink 
k ink k ink k ink feet feet feet 
ever ever ever during during during 
Phrases 
even feet, kind turn, ever find much time 
even fe e t, kind turn, ever find much time 
Sentences 
buy her the big red jug, try the end run, 
buy hex• the big red) jug, try the end run, 
her friend hid the junk under the big tree 
her friend hid .the ,junk under the big tree 
Supplementary 
be gruff bed drug kink run during ever end much 
be gruff bed drug kink run during ever end much 
be gruff bed drug kink run during ever end much 
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LESSON IV 
( Practice) 
frf ftf frf ftf frf ftf frf ftf frf ftf 
fvf f gf f vf fgf fvf f g f fvf fgf fvf fgf 
,juj j y j ,juj jyj juj jyj juj jy,j ju,j ,jyj 
fbf fbf f bf fbf fbf fbf fbf fbf fbf fbf 
jmj jbj jmj jhj jmj 'h' J .1 jmj jhj jmj jhj jnj jnj jn,j jnj jnj jnj jnj jnj jnj jnj 
ded dcd ded dcd ded dcd ded dcd ded dcd 
kik k,k k ik k,k kik k,k kik k,k kik k,k 
Constant Dri11 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
New Strokes 
jjj jJj jJj jjJ Ju Jus Just 
lll lLl lLl llL Li Lis List 
lol lol lol lol lol lol l ol lol l o l l o l 
1 . 1 1.1 1.1 l.l 1.1 1.1 1 . 1 1.1 1 . 1 l.l 
New Words 
oh oh oh no n o no you you you mind mind. mind 
look look look oil oil oil hill hill hill 
the t h e the join join join milk milk milk 
nook nook nook much much much refer r e fer refer 
beg be g beg lot lot lot needed needed need ed 
Phrases 
the nook , to me , the nook , to me, 
the nook , to me, the nook, to me, 
Sentences 
The nook needed much . 
The nook needed much. 
Our good deed looked fine . 
Our g ood deed looked fine . 
Supplementary 
ruff hid deck think much 
ruff hid deck think much 
ruff hid deck think much 
Bring the milk to me. 
Bring the milk to me. 
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LESSON V 
( Practice) 
fvf k i k fvf k ik fvf kik fvf kik fvf k ik 
fbf k , k fbi' k , k fbf k , k fbf k , k fbf k , k 
ftf ,jn j f tf jnj ftf jnj ftf jnj ftf jnJ 
lol 1 . 1 l ol 1.1 lol 1. 1 lol 1.1 l ol 1.1 
ffF f fF Fu Fur 
jjJ jjJ Ju Jug 
Constant Dril l 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruf f muff gruff 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
New Stroke s 
sws s ws s ws sws sws sws sws sws sws sws 
sxs s x s s xs sxs s x s s x s sxs s x s s xs s x s 
New Words 
we we we sew s ew sew vex vex vex were were were 
rest r e st rest j ust just just list list list 
lots lots lots down down down town town town 
soon soon soon mov~ mov e move sel l sell sel l 
wish wi s h wi s h s tock sto ck stock 
vexed vexed vexed must must must 
Senten ces 
Just t ell t h em they must wire t hi s week . 
Just tell t hem t h ey must wire this week . 
List y our four lots down town very soon . 
List your four lots down town very soon . 
Supplementary 
hum free bring milk wish 
hum fre e bring milk wish 
hum fre e b ring milk wish 
You must k now we do not wish to come down . 
You must know we do n o t wish to come down. 
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LESSON VI 
(Practice) 
fbf k,k f bf k ,k fbf k , k fbf k,k fbf k,k 
lol 1.1 lol 1.1 lol 1.1 lol 1.1 lol 1.1 
sws s x s sws s xs sws s xs sws s:xs sws sxs 
Our Our Our For For For 
Our Our Our For For For 
Constant Drill 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
New Strokes 
aza aza aza aza aza aza aza aza aza aza 
aza aza aza aza aza aza aza aza aza aza 
aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa 
aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa 
New Words 
as as as a t at at ax ax ax 
fast fast fast adds adds adds 
a g es ages ages cars cars cars 
far far far card card card 
quiz quiz quiz quit quit quit 
quiet quiet quiet quizzes quizzes quizzes 
lazy lazy lazy aqua aqua aqua 
Phrases 
Th ey can They can They can 
make off make off make off 
never quit never quit never quit 
Sentences 
They can bite fast. Then they make off. 
They never quit. 
They can bi te fast. Then they make off. 
Th ey never quit. 
Supplementary 
gum her ,junk big muc h sto ck lazy 
gum her junk big muc h stock lazy 
gum h er junk big muc h stock lazy 
~ d•rl i\rt.:~ ::. ··' 
! / .. ,f cl/1. r·; :t lf 
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Have them near y ou. 
Have them near y ou . 
Have t h em near you . 
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LESSON VII 
(Practice) 
lol lol lol lol lol lol 'lol lol lol lol 
1.1 l.l 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 
k , k k ,k k ,k k,k k , k k,k k,k k,k k,k k,k 
j n,j j nj jnj jnj j nj jnj jnj jnj jnj jnj 
s ws S\IYS sws sws sws sws sws sws sws sws 
s x s s x s sxs sxs sxs sxs sxs sxs sxs sxs 
aza aza aza aza aza aza aza aza aza aza 
aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa aqa 
Constant Drill 
fur rug jug hum gum mUlll ruff muff gruff 
fur rug jug hum gum mura ruff muff gruff 
fur rug jug hU1!1 gUlll mUlll ruff muff gruff 
New Strokes 
; p; ;p; ; p; ; p; ;p; ;p; ;p; ;p; ;p; ;p; 
;p; ;p; ;p; ;p; ;p; ;p; ;p; ;p; ;p; ;p; 
New Words 
p ink pink pink link link link 
lU1!1p lump lU1!1p hurap · hump hurnp 
,jump jurap jump pull pull pull 
pool pool pool· fact fact fact 
pike pike pike grip grip g rip 
bait bait bait leap leap leap 
gaze gaze gaze bait bait bait 
p ride pride pride picked pick ed picked 
s wam s wam swam swim swim swim 
Sentences 
Five p i ke will jump when this bait hits. 
They leap, dive, swim, and never quit. 
Grip that line taut; keep them near you. 
Supplementary 
mink b e g vexe d a g es p ike 
mink beg vexed ages pike 
mink beg vex ed ages pike 
Jeff park ed quite close to the azure pool. 
Jeff p ark ed quite close to the azure p ool. 
They m~ved with pride. 
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LES SON VIII 
(Practice) 
a a bb cc dd ee ff gg hh ii jj kk 11 nrrn nn 00 
pp qq rr ss tt ·UU vv vVW XX yy zz 
a a b b cc dd ee ff gg hh ii jj kk 11 mm nn 00 
pp qq rr 88 tt uu vv ww XX yy zz 
Constant Drill 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
fur r u g j u g hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
Flash Drill 
first learn t yping value power practice 
first first first learn learn lea rn first learn 
typing t yping typing first learn t yping value 
value value first l earn t yp ing value power p ower 
power first lea r n typ ing v a lue power practice 
p r actice practice first l earn typ ing value p ower 
p r a ctice 
Paragraph Pr a ctice 
The f i rst thing one has to l e arn in t yping is t h e value 
of g ood form . Good form is the one and only basis on which 
fine typing skill ca n be built. If one has good form, t yping 
p ower wi l l come as ri ght practic e i s done day after day . 
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LESSON IX 
(Practice) 
8.8.8. 
ppp 
a a a 
PPP 
bbb 
q q q 
bbb 
qqq 
CCC ddd eee fff ggg hhh iii j j j kkk 111 mmm nnn 
rrr sss ttt uuu vvv www XXX yyy zzz 
CCC ddd eee fff ggg hhh iii jjj kkk 111 mmm nnn 
rrr sss ttt uuu vvv wwvv XXX yyy zzz 
Constant Drill 
.fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
fur rug jug hum gum mum ruff muff gruff 
f ur rug jug hum gwn mum ruff muff gruff 
Flash Drill 
short quick sense control word whole 
short short short quick quick quick short quick 
sense sense sens e short quick s ense control 
control control short quick sense control 
word ·word word short quick sense control 
word whole whole whole short quick sense control 
word whole 
Paragraph Practice 
000 
000 
A short and easy word can be typed with a quick strok e 
and with a sense of control if I will think the word; but as 
I type long or hard words, I should think the letter and not 
t h e whole word. This wi ll aid me to type with control. 
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